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Does a Middle School Intervention for Girls Have Long-Lasting Differential Effects on Perceptions of Engineering and Engineering Self-Efficacy? (research to practice)

Abstract

This article reports progress in an ongoing longitudinal study of Camp Reach, a two-week residential summer camp at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) for rising seventh-grade girls that emphasizes the social context of engineering and includes follow-up activities through high school. Participants in Camp Reach are chosen from the applicant pool by random lottery, creating a control group with similar attributes as program participants. Women in both groups are contacted in the years following their high school graduation to explore possible long-term differential effects of the program. The data reported in this article are for program years 2002-2006 (N=124) and focus on the study participants’ perceptions of engineering and their engineering self-efficacy, and on the relative impact of various program elements from the viewpoint of alumnae. Results indicate more positive and accurate perceptions of engineering among participants of Camp Reach who sustained their contact with the program and by those in the Control group who later participated in other WPI programs. From the perspectives of study participants, the program elements with the most lasting positive impacts include returning to the program as a staff member, the use of role models, and the teamwork component of Camp Reach.

Introduction

Urgent calls for a larger and more diverse science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) workforce continue unabated. Among numerous recommendations for strengthening K-12 STEM education, the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) recently called for a coordinated national initiative to provide experiences outside the classroom to inspire students in STEM. For such experiences aimed at girls, numerous studies suggest that the middle school years are a particularly opportune time for intervention, since girls tend to be shaping their self-image and self-efficacy beliefs related to STEM.

Founded in 1997, Camp Reach is a two-week summer engineering enrichment program for rising seventh grade girls, with continuing mentoring, communications, and activities for participants as they advance from seventh grade through their high school years. The program design directly integrates research on factors influencing participation of women in STEM. Formative and summative evaluation, both quantitative and qualitative, have been used since the program’s inception for purposes of continuous improvement, and the program has received two national awards for its role in encouraging young women in engineering and as an outstanding model program.

A distinctive element of Camp Reach is its ongoing quasi-experimental study of long-term program effects, enabled by a lottery selection process for the 30 available spots each year. Girls who applied to and attended Camp Reach and girls who applied to Camp Reach but did not attend (thus, a Control group) comprise the study sample. Their application to Camp Reach
suggests openness to the idea of pursuing STEM educational pathways as sixth graders; however, the lottery selection process allows this characteristic to be spread approximately equally across both groups. Girls in both groups are contacted after their scheduled graduation from high school, and information is gathered about their STEM-related high school experiences, perceptions of engineering, engineering self-efficacy, perceived abilities in STEM areas, and plans for college major.

A longitudinal study of the first five program cohorts (1997-2001) was published in 2009. In the summer of 2012, we made some modifications to the study protocol and contacted the next five program cohorts (2002-2006). In particular, a broader set of questions was used to characterize participants’ perceptions of engineering, drawing on a nationally-validated instrument. In addition, we aimed to identify which program elements participants believed to be particularly influential and important. In this paper we begin with a summary of the design of Camp Reach and an overview of previous findings regarding its long-term outcomes. We then describe the methods used in the 2012 study and present a subset of its findings.

Program Design

The program design of Camp Reach attempts to utilize research on effective STEM programming for middle school girls. Following are the particular strategies and messages that guide the program design, along with evidence that supports their use:

- An emphasis on engineering as a creative process involving collaborative problem solving;
- Transparency about the human and social context of engineering and how engineers can make the world a better place;
- A focus on building self-efficacy beliefs and expectations for success in engineering through performance accomplishments and vicarious learning;
- Exposure to female role models and mentors in STEM;
- Opportunities for hands-on design and building activities and use of tools in a single sex environment.

The program includes the following major elements and features:

- A real-world service learning project for a local non-profit organization, utilizing the engineering design process and conducted in a team of 10 (3 hours per day);
- Daily hands-on engineering design experiences in a variety of engineering disciplines (3.5 hours per day);
- A spectrum of female role models and mentors in STEM fields, ranging from high school and college women on the program staff, to faculty and practicing engineers;
- A two-week living experience in a college residence hall, with no cell phones allowed and only one phone call home during the program; and
- Sustained contact and additional opportunities in grades 7-12, through project follow-up activities, biannual reunions, newsletters, and the opportunity to be a staff member after completion of their sophomore year of high school.
Previous Research on Camp Reach

In 2009, results from the first five years of the program (1997-2001) were published,\textsuperscript{12} representing 176 study participants and a 70% response rate. Four study groups were created in order to capture varying levels of participation in Camp Reach:

1. **Camp Reach Partial**: Girls who attended the two-week summer program after sixth grade and were sent newsletters through high school, but did not report attending a reunion or other WPI program.
2. **Camp Reach Full**: Girls who attended the summer program and also sustained their engagement in some way in the years following the program, such as by attending a reunion, participating in another program offered by the same university, or returning as a staff member.
3. **Control**: Girls who applied to Camp Reach as sixth graders but were not drawn in the lottery to attend and did not attend another STEM-related program in a subsequent year at the same university.
4. **Control with WPI**: Girls in the Control group who participated in another STEM-related program at WPI as a middle school or high school student.

Following is a summary of findings from the first five years of this longitudinal study; details can be found in Reference 12.

**College Entry and Choice of Major**

Girls in all study groups were seeking a college education at similarly high levels. Eighteen percent (18.3%) of study participants in the Camp Reach Full group declared engineering majors in college, compared with 2.9% in the Control group. Expanding to include majors in the sciences and science-based professions (e.g., nursing), 46.5% of the Camp Reach Full group was pursuing those pathways, compared to 28.6% of the Control group.

**High School Academic Experience**

Girls who participated in Camp Reach reported similar STEM-related high school experiences as those who did not, including enrollment in a STEM-enriched public academy, selection of mathematics and science electives, and participation in STEM-related extracurricular activities.

**Knowledge of Engineering**

One indicator of knowledge of engineering was the number of fields of engineering that study participants could name. Although there were some significant differences between study groups, no differential benefit of participation in Camp Reach was evident by that measure. Participants were also asked to provide a definition of engineering. Those in the Camp Reach Full group were more likely to provide a partial or full definition, but the differences between groups were not statistically significant.
Engineering Self-Efficacy and Self-Confidence

As a measure of engineering self-efficacy, study participants were asked to indicate their level of agreement with the statement “I could be an engineer, if I wanted to.” There was a statistically significant difference between the study groups, with the girls who participated in the full Camp Reach intervention or another WPI STEM program rating themselves more highly than the other two groups. Post-hoc comparisons indicated a statistically significant difference between the Camp Reach Full and Camp Reach Partial study groups. A common theme in responses to open-ended questions about Camp Reach was the sense of empowerment and self-confidence created by the program.

As we were planning to extend the longitudinal study to the next five years of program cohorts, we sought to address some gaps and limitations in data collection from the previous study. First and foremost, we looked for better, validated measures of perceptions of engineering and engineering self-efficacy. In addition, we were interested in knowing whether Camp Reach participants could identify some program elements as more important or influential than others. Such information would be helpful in our own efforts to prioritize and refine program elements, and could also be useful to other directors of middle school programs looking to adopt or adapt elements of Camp Reach in their own institutional contexts.

Methods

This study employed a post-only control group design. Girls who attended Camp Reach or applied to Camp Reach in 2002 through 2006 were contacted in the summer of 2012, corresponding to 6 to 10 years after they applied or participated. For those pursuing college degrees, this means that some participants were about to enter college while others had recently graduated from college.

Research Questions

A broad set of research questions was pursued in this study. In this paper, we explore the following subset:

- Does the Camp Reach program have long-term differential effects on the participants’ perceptions of engineering?
- Does the Camp Reach program have long-term differential effects on participants’ engineering self-efficacy?
- How do participants perceive, in hindsight, the relative long-term impacts of the program’s various features?

Sample

Letters were sent by postal mail to 252 women who had applied to Camp Reach in the years 2002 through 2006 when they were in sixth grade: 104 had not been selected in the lottery to attend, and 148 had been selected and completed the program. The letter informed them of the purpose of the study, explained that an independent professional would be calling by phone to request an interview, and offered an incentive to participate, which was inclusion in a drawing
for two $500 cash prizes. If not connected on the first try, at least three attempts were made to contact each potential study participant. Successful contact was made with 124 women: 82 who attended Camp Reach and 42 who did not (Control). Thus, the response rates within the Camp Reach group and Control group were 55.4% and 40.4%, respectively, with an overall response rate of 49.2%. The primary reason for lack of contact was inactive postal addresses or telephone numbers.

Data Collection

Telephone interviews were conducted by a professional interviewer who had experience interviewing college students and had no affiliation to Camp Reach. The interviewer followed a structured protocol that included both structured and open-ended questions, and she made detailed notes about responses to the open-ended questions. One of the authors coded and entered the data from all interviews. Questions pertained to numerous areas; here we describe only the subset for which results are reported in this paper.

Perceptions of engineering were probed using the “What Do Engineers Do?” questions from the Core High School 3-6 Month Post-Participation Survey – Engineering Version disseminated by the Assessing Women and Men in Engineering (AWE) initiative. Various statements about engineers are given, and respondents are asked to rate their level of agreement with each. The AWE Survey uses a 3-level response scale of Agree/Disagree/Don’t Know. Anticipating a desire for more nuanced data, we instead used a 5-level response scale: Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/Strongly Disagree.

A single indicator of engineering self-efficacy was used: respondents’ level of agreement with the statement “I could be an engineer if I wanted to.” This question was chosen in order to be consistent with our prior study (i.e., to be able to combine results). The AWE initiative disseminates a much more thorough and validated engineering self-efficacy instrument for this age group, but we decided that we could not incorporate those questions within the time constraints of the interviews.

We were also interested in identifying particularly influential elements of the Camp Reach program, based on the long-term recollections of the participants. Nine specific activities or features were listed, and respondents were asked to rate the degree to which each had a lasting impact, using a 5-level Likert scale.

Analysis

The sample was divided into the four study groups described in the previous section, to be consistent with the earlier years of the study. In order to distinguish between the Camp Reach Partial and Camp Reach Full groups, study participants were asked: 1) if they had participated in any STEM-related programs at WPI in addition to Camp Reach; 2) whether they recalled coming back for a project follow-up activity or reunion in the years following Camp Reach; and 3) whether they had served as a Teaching Assistant (staff member) for Camp Reach. If the answer to any of those three questions was “yes,” then the respondent was placed in the Camp Reach Full group. If the answer to all three questions was “no,” then the respondent was placed in the Camp Reach Partial group. In order to distinguish between the Control and Control with WPI
groups, respondents were asked if they had participated in any WPI programs for older girls after they applied to Camp Reach. If the answer was “yes” or if their names appeared in program records, they were placed in the Control with WPI group.

The SPSS software package was used to generate descriptive statistics and to conduct standard analyses (t tests, contingency tables, analysis of variance) for the purpose of determining statistical significance of the findings.

Results

Perceptions of Engineers

As shown in Table 1, all study groups reported reasonably accurate perceptions of engineers. The Camp Reach Full group responded more positively and accurately than the Control group to all five statements probing their perceptions of engineers. Analysis of variance indicated significant differences between groups for three statements. For the statement “Engineers mainly work with other people to solve problems,” Bonferroni post hoc comparisons indicated that the statistically significant difference was between the Control and Control with WPI groups (p = .04). For the statement “Engineers work on things that help the world,” the statistically significant difference was between Camp Reach Partial and Control with WPI (p = .03). For “Engineers mainly work on things that have nothing to do with me,” post-hoc comparisons indicated significant differences between the Camp Reach Full and Control groups (p = .03) and between Control and Control with WPI (p = .05). In all of these cases, stronger long-term outcomes are associated with additional STEM-related programming following the middle school intervention point, whether through Camp Reach activities or other WPI programs.

Engineering Self-Efficacy

The first five years of the longitudinal study had shown some statistically significant differences between study groups on an indicator of engineering self-efficacy, with girls who participated in the full Camp Reach intervention or another WPI STEM program rating themselves more highly than other girls. Those differences were not evident in the most recent cohorts, as shown in Table 2. While participants in the Camp Reach Full group rated themselves more highly than those in the Camp Reach Partial and Control groups, the differences between groups were not statistically significant.

Relative Impact of Program Elements

As a collective group, alumnae of the Camp Reach program rated 8 of 9 program features as having between “some positive impact” and “lots of positive impact,” as shown in Table 3. While these data do not readily identify a subset of program elements as having particular importance, returning to the program as a Teaching Assistant (i.e., a counselor) clearly stood out as having the most positive impact. At the other end of the spectrum, participants clearly identified staying in touch with the Camp Reach community through reunions and newsletters as the least impactful program element. This result is not surprising given that alumnae
Table 1. Perceptions of Engineers, by Study Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Camp Reach Partial (n=14)</th>
<th>Camp Reach Full (n=68)</th>
<th>Control (n=35)</th>
<th>Control with WPI (n=7)</th>
<th>Total (N=124)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineers mainly work on machines and computers.</td>
<td>2.36 (0.75)</td>
<td>2.10 (0.96)</td>
<td>2.49 (0.85)</td>
<td>2.43 (0.98)</td>
<td>2.26 (0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineers mainly work with other people to solve problems*</td>
<td>4.14 (0.86)</td>
<td>4.15 (0.61)</td>
<td>3.89 (0.90)</td>
<td>4.71 (0.49)</td>
<td>4.10 (0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineers work on things that help the world*</td>
<td>4.21 (0.70)</td>
<td>4.53 (0.59)</td>
<td>4.37 (0.60)</td>
<td>5.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>4.48 (0.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineers can choose to do many different kinds of jobs</td>
<td>4.64 (0.50)</td>
<td>4.66 (0.48)</td>
<td>4.43 (0.70)</td>
<td>4.86 (0.38)</td>
<td>4.60 (0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineers mainly work on things that have nothing to do with me*</td>
<td>1.57 (0.85)</td>
<td>1.34 (0.54)</td>
<td>1.74 (0.85)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.46 (0.69)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Rating choices were: 1=strongly disagree; 2=disagree; 3=neutral; 4=agree; 5=strongly agree.
* p < 0.05

Table 2. Mean Ratings of Engineering Self-Efficacy, by Study Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camp Reach partial</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Reach full</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control with WPI</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Self-efficacy was measured by level of agreement with the statement “I could be an engineer if I wanted to,” on a scale from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree.

participation in reunions and newsletters tends to trail off within a few years of the summer experience.

The Camp Reach Full group rated several program elements more positively than the Camp Reach Partial group, but Table 3 shows that only two of those differences attained or approached statistical significance. Not surprisingly, those who had participated in the “full” intervention attached more importance to the program feature designed to help them stay in touch with the Camp Reach community, on average giving it a rating of “some positive impact.” The Camp
Reach Full group also had more positive recollections of the community service design project, which is a major element of the program experience.

Study participants in the Camp Reach Partial group identified teamwork as the program element with the most positive lasting impact. Interestingly, their mean rating of teamwork was significantly higher than that of the Camp Reach Full group (Table 3). While we cannot offer an explanation of this result, clearly alumnae look back quite positively on the teamwork experience offered by Camp Reach, regardless of whether they maintained some connection to the program after the summer camp.

Table 3. Impact of Camp Reach Program Elements, by Study Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity or feature</th>
<th>Mean level of impact (st dev)</th>
<th>Total N=82</th>
<th>Camp Reach partial n=14</th>
<th>Camp Reach full n=68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Being a Teaching Assistant for Camp Reach b</td>
<td>4.89 (0.42)</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork**</td>
<td>4.68 (0.56)</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older women TAs and RAs as role models</td>
<td>4.63 (0.64)</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community service design project*</td>
<td>4.62 (0.62)</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting other girls my age with similar interests</td>
<td>4.60 (0.59)</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hands-on engineering and science workshops</td>
<td>4.59 (0.61)</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being away from home and living in a college dorm for two weeks</td>
<td>4.48 (0.72)</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting women engineers and scientists in industry</td>
<td>4.46 (0.59)</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staying in touch with the Camp Reach community through reunions and newsletters**</td>
<td>3.96 (0.74)</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Respondents were asked to “Indicate the degree to which each activity or feature of Camp Reach had a lasting impact on you” using a scale of: 1=lots of negative impact; 2=some negative impact; 3=no impact; 4=some positive impact; 5=lots of positive impact
b 28 respondents in the Camp Reach Full group reported having been a Teaching Assistant (staff member) in high school.*p < 0.10; **p < 0.001
Discussion

The preliminary results reported in this article reinforce and deepen some of the earlier findings and implications of our ongoing longitudinal study. First and foremost, multiple interventions are important; long term outcomes of the program are not as strong for those who participated in only the two-week summer camp after the sixth grade. Moreover, those sixth grade girls who were not selected in the lottery for Camp Reach but later came to another WPI program (Control with WPI group) show strong long-term outcomes. Four of the seven women in this group participated in a one or two week residential program as a high school student, three enrolled in a STEM-enriched public academy in their junior and senior years of high school, and three enrolled as undergraduates at WPI. Thus, other organizations that invest in middle school intervention programs might strengthen their long-term outcomes by facilitating participation in additional STEM programs in the subsequent high school years.

This study also shows that the Camp Reach program design had a statistically significant positive long-term effect on participants’ perceptions of engineering. Women in the Camp Reach Full group responded significantly more negatively than those in the Control group to the statement “Engineers mainly work on things that have nothing to do with me.” The Camp Reach Full group also responded more positively to statements that engineers “work with other people to solve problems” and “work on things that help the world,” although those differences were not statistically significant. These messages about engineering are emphasized in the program and are aligned with the recommendations of Changing the Conversation, the study of public perceptions of engineering by the National Academy of Engineering.15

From the perspectives of study participants, the program elements with the most lasting positive impact include returning to the program as a staff member, the use of role models, and the teamwork component of Camp Reach. Many young women are enthusiastic about returning to the program as a “Teaching Assistant” after their sophomore or junior year of high school. They experience the STEM-rich program for a second time, serving as role models for the younger girls and being mentored once again by older staff members with STEM interests. This approach of building in a multiple-intervention experience may be easily adapted by other programs around the country.

The results of this study also emphasize the benefits of utilizing numerous role models in K-12 intervention programs. In the two-week summer program, each cohort of campers is typically introduced directly or indirectly to 9 high school and 6 college women staff with STEM interests, more than 30 program alumnae, 5-10 graduate students and faculty in STEM fields, and more than 20 practicing engineers and scientists. The positive influence of role models on young women with STEM interests is reinforced by numerous studies.1,24-26,28,29 In our experience, finding volunteers for these types of roles is not difficult or expensive and could be readily implemented or deepened in existing programs of various lengths.

It is more difficult to predict the extent to which the teamwork component of Camp Reach could be adapted broadly by other programs. The service-learning project component of the program is arguably the most challenging to implement. Design project teams work intensively for a two-week period and require skilled facilitation. However, it is possible that study participants were
recalling the general absence of a competitive environment or a broader experience of teamwork, such as the collaborative design experiences during the shorter hands-on workshops. Those elements are not difficult to implement.

Analysis of additional data from the 2002-2006 program cohorts is ongoing and will be combined with data from 1997-2001. As such, future publications will include more complete results. Based on findings to date, we offer the following recommendations to other educators who wish to strengthen outcomes of K-12 STEM enrichment programs: infusing programs with volunteer female role models with interests in STEM, creating a pipeline of opportunities and multiple interventions from middle school through high school, and using activities that involve collaboration.
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